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ABSTRACT 
 

Background: Psychopathy is a personality disorder underpinned by three dominant 

dimensions including grandiose-manipulative, callous-unemotional, and daring-impulsive traits.  

Although there is some evidence of a specific deficit in processing facial emotional cues (Blair, 

1999), it is not known whether those with psychopathic traits have a deficit in searching for 

certain faces in a crowd (e.g., angry, happy). Moreover, it is unknown whether psychopathic 

individuals’ affective state may impact their ability to locate discrepant facial expressions. 

Method: Forty-four adolescents completed self-report measures of psychopathy and affect and 

completed a computer task that displayed a discrepant face-in-a-crowd. Results: Psychopathy 

and its underpinning factors did not exhibit a significant relationship with the ability to locate a 

discrepant facial affective expression. However, positive affect did moderate the relation 

between grandiose-manipulative traits and the processing of happy faces. Implications and 

limitations are discussed. Conclusion: Psychopathy and one’s current affective state do not 

appear to result in diminished capacity to efficiently locate a discrepant face in a crowd; 

however, positive affect may impact GM traits and the identification of happy faces. Keywords: 

psychopathy; facial affect; positive emotion; juvenile offenders 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

α  Cronbach’s index of internal consistency 

B Unstandardized regression coefficient 

β Standardized regression coefficient 

F Fisher’s F ratio: A ratio of two variances 

p  Probability associated with the occurrence under the null hypothesis of a value as  
 extreme as or more extreme than the observed value 

r Pearson product-moment correlation 

R2 Coefficient of determination, equal to explained variation/total variation 

< Less than 

=  Equal to 
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PSYCHOPATHY AND FACIAL AFFECT RECOGNITION: WHAT IS THE ROLE OF 
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE AFFECT?  

 
Psychopathic individuals have been studied as early as the 1940s, with the most well-

recognized description of psychopathy provided in Cleckley’s seminal work, The Mask of Sanity 

(Cleckley, 1941/1976). Cleckley delineated sixteen core features of psychopathy including 

deficient affect and problems with interpersonal relationships. His work inspired the 

development of the Psychopathy Checklist (PCL; Hare, 1980), a measure that assessed the 

presence of psychopathic symptoms through completion of an interview and file review. Hare 

(1991) later released the Psychopathy Checklist-Revised (PCL-R; Hare, 1991), a measure still 

utilized today in forensic settings. Two- (Hare, 1980), three- (Cooke & Michie, 2001), and four-

factor (Hare, 2003) models of psychopathy have been identified through factor analytic studies 

noting interpersonal, affective, lifestyle, and antisocial behavior traits among the models. Though 

there has been debate regarding the inclusion of antisocial behaviors in identifying the factor 

structure, it may be supported by findings that psychopathic adults quite frequently have a 

history of significant conduct problems in their childhood (Hare, Forth, & Strachan, 1992; Hare, 

2003).   

 The investigation of psychopathic traits in children and adolescents has been moderately 

controversial due to belief by some in an overlap between psychopathic traits and 

developmentally typical behaviors (e.g., egotism; Seagrave & Grisso, 2001). Additionally, 

concerns have been raised regarding the connotation of the label in children. For example, the 
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presence of psychopathic traits has been found to negatively influence sentencing in criminal 

cases involving juvenile offenders (Edens, Guy, & Fernandez, 2003; for opposing findings, see 

Murrie, Boccaccini, McCoy, & Cornell, 2007). Evidence (see Bezdijian, Raine, Baker, & 

Lynam, 2011) to suggest that psychopathic traits are heritable, however, warrants better 

understanding of the developmental pathways of psychopathic traits in order to inform 

appropriate treatment protocols.  

 Further necessitating its examination, a number of negative outcomes are associated with 

psychopathic traits in children. For example, it has been noted that children with such traits 

engage in increased sensation-seeking and deviant behaviors (Barry, Frick, DeShazo, McCoy, 

Ellis, & Loney, 2000), show less concern for the repercussions of their actions on others (Frick, 

Lilienfeld, Ellis, Loney, & Silverthorn, 1999), and are less likely to respond to punishment 

(O’Brien & Frick, 1996). Support has also been generated to show that children with 

psychopathic traits are generally less affected by emotional and threatening stimuli than 

antisocial youth not exhibiting such traits (Blair, 1999; Loney, Frick, Clements, Ellis, & Kerlin, 

2003), and are less responsive to parenting (Oxford, Cavell, & Hughes, 2003; Wootton, Frick, 

Shelton, & Silverthorn, 1997). With respect to conduct problems, children and adolescents with 

psychopathic traits exhibit a greater frequency, variety, and severity level (Andershed, 

Gustafson, Kerr, & Stattin, 2002; Bailey & Ostrov, 2008; Barry, Barry, Deming, & Lochman, 

2008; Christian, Frick, Hill, Tyler, & Frazer, 1997; Frick, Cornell, Barry, Bodin, & Dane, 2003; 

Lynam, 1997). Lastly, psychopathic traits in youth are related to social-relationship factors. 

Specifically, children experiencing difficulty with social interactions tend to exhibit more stable 

psychopathic traits (Barry, Barry, Deming, & Lochman, 2008). Several of the aforementioned 

associations with psychopathic traits point to the presence of emotion and social deficits. 
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Perhaps the most notable deficit in children with psychopathic traits has been related to 

their ability to perceive emotions in others. Specifically, there has been a concern that children 

with psychopathic traits cannot discern emotions of sadness or distress, and this deficit is thought 

to result in interpersonally callous and remorseless behavior. Research on this topic also purports 

that youth high in psychopathic traits show the greatest deficits in recognition of fear and disgust. 

These results have been found in both facial (Blair & Coles, 2000; Blair, Colledge, Murray, & 

Mitchell, 2001; Bowen, Morgan, Moore, & van Goozen, 2014) and vocal affect recognition 

(Blair, Budhani, Colledge, & Scott, 2005). Scholarly investigation regarding the discernment of 

angry and happy faces has been less clear. For example, some research has shown that youth 

with psychopathic traits, principally those high in impulsivity and antisocial behavior, 

demonstrate a greater propensity for identifying angry faces over happy ones (D’Acremont & 

van der Linden, 2007). However, there is also some notion that children with elevated 

psychopathic traits in addition to conduct problems are more oblivious to angry faces, which 

leads them to operate in a bold and manipulative manner without recognizing the disapproving 

emotional cues from others.  Similarly, affect recognition deficits have also been identified in 

psychopathic adults, including a decreased arousal to angry faces (Eisenbarth, Alpers, Segrè, 

Calogero, & Angrilli, 2008), a lack of avoidance of angry faces (von Borries, Volman, de Bruijn, 

Bulten, Verkes, & Roelofs, 2012), and longer reaction times in identifying angry faces (Ragbeer 

& Burnette, 2003). Despite the importance of affect recognition in children with psychopathic 

traits, it has not been well investigated, especially in terms of the individual factors or 

dimensions of psychopathy. Moreover, the affective state of the psychopathic individual has not 

been investigated. This may have important implications given affect’s influence on attention, 
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which has also been indicated as a potential deficit in psychopathic individuals (see Newman & 

Wallace, 1993). The potential influence that affect may have on attention is delineated below. 

Positive and Negative Affect 

 Whether one primarily experiences positive or negative affect may impact one’s reaction 

to various stimuli and consequent decision-making. Fredrickson (2001) suggests that negative 

affect narrows one’s attention toward relevant stimuli (e.g. experiencing fear and solely focusing 

on avoiding the feared stimulus), whereas positive emotions expand one’s view and attention. 

Thus, by experiencing more positive affect, one might be more receptive to new experiences as 

well as more cognizant of reasonable and prosocial options for decisions and reactions. 

Additionally, Aspinwall (1998) noted that positive affect may contribute to processing 

information more carefully, particularly that which is goal-related. However, it is unclear 

whether these research-based findings for non-psychopathic individuals in turn apply to 

psychopathic individuals as well. 

Factors of Psychopathy and Emotion  

Despite the number of difficulties that psychopathic individuals exhibit in affect 

awareness, no research exists on the interaction of psychopathic traits and affective state in 

detecting facial expressions of emotion in children. Even further, past investigation of the 

relation between psychopathy and emotion has been limited in that it has only considered the 

psychopathy construct homogenously or has focused on a single dimension of psychopathy (i.e., 

callous unemotional traits). Although not well studied, there could be important differences 

between the psychopathy factors and these differences may interact with their affect. For 

instance, children with higher interpersonal/affective (i.e., grandiose-manipulative and callous-

unemotional) traits and positive affect might be less likely to recognize emotional expressions. 
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This may be particularly true for emotional perception of anger because children with 

interpersonal/affective traits and positive affect may become more focused on dominant goals 

and may be simply unaware of others. Moreover, those with impulsive/social deviance (i.e., 

daring/impulsive) traits may be hypersensitive to angry faces, as they have been shown to adopt 

hostile attribution biases more so than those lower in impulsivity (Fite, Goodnight, Bates, Dodge, 

& Pettit, 2008). Taken together, these findings indicate that performance on emotion recognition 

may be dependent on the dimension of psychopathy being measured. 

The Present Study 

 The first aim of the present study was to investigate the relationship between 

psychopathy and emotion recognition in a crowd. Additionally, the study sought to examine the 

relation between psychopathy and emotion recognition, taking into consideration the affective 

state of those with psychopathic traits. There were two unique aspects to this study. First, it 

required participants to speedily recognize faces in a crowd, thus providing a more natural test of 

emotion recognition that may prove to be adaptive. Second, while several studies have examined 

the relation between psychopathy and emotion recognition, none have investigated the 

interaction between psychopathic traits and one’s own current affective state on emotion 

recognition. In a study utilizing a sample of non-psychopathic youth, self-reported mood 

predicted the ability to identify emotions (Coupland, Sustric, Ting, Li, Hartfeil, Singh, & Blair 

2004). Therefore, it is possible that positive affect may protect psychopathic children from 

displaying a significant affect recognition deficit. On the other hand, it may make psychopathic 

children even less capable of recognizing some faces (e.g., angry). In turn, negative affect may 

lead to a narrowing of attention and decreased ability to identify facial affective expressions. To 

test these predictions, the face-in-the-crowd task originally designed by Hansen and Hansen 
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(1988) was used to measure the ability of youth with psychopathic features to quickly locate 

facial affective expressions. This task was chosen to increase the external validity of examining 

facial expressions but also to determine if youth were able to efficiently detect these emotions in 

a crowd of faces. This also allowed for examination of potential differences in quickly locating a 

happy or angry face in a crowd of faces. In order to address this research question with finer 

resolution, this study focused on the three dimensions of psychopathy, namely, the interpersonal 

(Grandiose-Manipulative [GM]), affective (Callous-Unemotional [CU]), and behavioral (Daring-

Impulsive [DI]) factors or traits. This study proposed the following hypotheses: 

H1: It was expected that there would be a significantly negative relation between GM traits on 

the Antisocial Process Screening Device (APSD; Frick & Hare, 2001) and detection of angry 

faces. 

H2: It was expected that there would be a significantly negative relation between CU traits of the 

APSD and detection of angry faces.  

H3: It was expected that there would be a significantly positive relation between DI traits of the 

APSD and detection of angry faces. 

H4: It was expected that positive affect would moderate the relation between GM traits and 

angry faces, further reducing the ability of those with GM traits to detect angry faces.  

H5: It was expected that neither positive nor negative affect would moderate the relation between 

CU traits and ability to detect angry faces. 

H6: It was expected that negative affect would moderate the relation between DI traits and angry 

faces, further increasing the hypersensitivity toward angry faces in the crowd. 
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METHOD 

Participants and Procedures 

 Forty-four male and female participants participated in the study. The majority of 

participants were male (68.2%). Participants identifying as Black constituted 54.5% of the 

sample, 40.9% of the participants identified as White, and 2.3% identified as “Other.” 

Participants had a mean age of 15.86 years (SD=1.44).  

Participants were recruited from the Tuscaloosa County Juvenile Detention Center by the 

primary investigator and research assistants during visitation hours. Parental consent and 

participant informed assent were obtained at the end of their visit in an adjoining classroom. Data 

were collected by trained psychology graduate and bachelor’s-level students. Following the 

acquisition of consent, the participants completed the Antisocial Process Screening Device 

(APSD; Frick & Hare, 2001) and Positive and Negative Affect Schedule – Expanded Form 

(PANAS-X, Watson & Clark, 1994) as part of a larger battery of measures and tasks. After 

administration of the self-report measures, each participant, in turn, completed the facial affect 

recognition task. While one participant performed the task on the computer, the others completed 

the remaining written measures. Each participant was mailed compensation for completion of the 

study, consistent with the regulations of the detention center. Approval for the study was 

obtained from the University of Alabama Institutional Review Board.   

Measures 

 Demographic Information. Demographic variables included the collection of age, gender, 

and race. Due to a small number of participants who identified as “Other” in terms of race, this
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variable was dichotomized into “White” and “Non-White,” with the latter including participants 

who identified as either “Black” or “Other.” Means and standard deviations for the variables of 

interest can be found in Table 1.  

 Psychopathic Traits. The Antisocial Process Screening Device (APSD; Frick & Hare, 

2001) is a self-report measure of adolescent psychopathy. The 20-items are rated on a three-point 

Likert scale (0 = “Not at all true”; 1 = “Sometimes True”; 2 = “Definitely True”), with higher 

scores indicating higher levels of psychopathic traits. Total scores range from 0 to 40, GM scores 

from 0 to 16, CU scores from 0 to 12, and DI scores from 0 to 12. The APSD is modeled after 

the PCL-R; therefore, each item on the APSD corresponds with an item of the PCL-R, although 

there is not complete alignment (see Dillard, Salekin, Barker & Grimes, 2013). Research 

supports the APSD as a fairly stable and valid psychopathy measure (see Frick & White, 2008; 

Kotler & McMahon, 2010). Moderate correlations have been found between the self-report and 

parent-report versions of the APSD (Munoz & Frick, 2007). The APSD consists of three factors: 

narcissism, callous-unemotional traits, and impulsivity. For the purpose of this investigation, 

these scales are referred to as GM (8 items; previously Narcissism), CU (6 items), and DI (6 

items; previously Impulsivity) traits in order to provide a more specific description of each 

dimension. 

 Positive and Negative Affect. The Positive and Negative Affect Schedule – Expanded 

Form (PANAS-X; Watson & Clark, 1994) is a self-report affective measure that is comprised of 

a list of 60 affective adjectives that one might use to describe how he or she is feeling during the 

specified time frame (which is determined by the investigator). For the current study, participants 

were asked how they would rate their level of each emotion at that given moment. Each item was 

scored on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = “very slightly or not at all” to 5 = “extremely”), with higher 
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scores indicating higher levels of the descriptor item. Twenty items can be parsed into two 

factors (i.e., Negative Affect and Positive Affect), with ten items per factor. The remaining 40 

items comprise more specific affective states not examined in this investigation. Watson and 

Clark (1994) reported Cronbach’s alphas for the Negative Affect factor ranging from 0.88 in 

psychiatric inpatients to 0.91 in VA substance abusers. Cronbach’s alphas for the Positive Affect 

factor range from 0.83 in psychiatric inpatients to 0.88 in undergraduate students. Given that the 

Negative Affect scale includes “hostile” and “irritable” descriptor items, both were removed 

from the scale score in order to decrease the likelihood of their influence on the ability to identify 

angry faces within the crowd matrices.  

 Facial Affect Recognition. The face-in-the-crowd task is a matrix task of selective 

attention to emotion cues (Hansen & Hansen, 1988). The matrix reaction time measure consists 

of a series of 4 x 4 matrices of 16 images of youth from various ethnic backgrounds displaying 

either happy or angry facial expressions. An equal number of male and female faces were drawn 

from for the matrices. Each face has the same probability of being designated as the target and 

appearing in each location of the matrix. Participants selected the target stimulus using the 

touchpad of the laptop. They began with 10 practice trials to become familiarized with the use of 

the touchpad and the task instructions. An investigator read the instructions aloud, which also 

appeared on the screen in front of the participant. The participants were required to either locate 

and click on the happy face in a crowd of angry faces or alternately the angry face in a crowd of 

happy faces. The researchers remained by the participants until the practice trials were completed 

in order to ensure comprehension of the instructions. Following the practice trials, four blocks of 

twenty-eight trials were administered in random order. Response latency, from the time the 
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matrix appeared on the screen to when the response was selected, was automatically recorded in 

Inquisit 3.0.4.0 (2009) used to run the task.  

Data Analyses 

 Descriptive statistics were calculated for all demographic and outcome variables.  

Additionally, correlational analyses (Pearson product-moment r and point-biserial correlation 

where appropriate) were generated to evaluate the relationship between the demographic 

variables, psychopathy, affect, and facial affect recognition. Correlational analyses (Pearson 

product-moment r) were also executed to examine the relation between psychopathy and the 

ability to quickly locate discrepant facial affective expressions, both happy and angry 

independent of each other. Specifically, the total and subscale scores of the APSD (GM, CU, and 

DI traits) were analyzed against reaction time for identification of happy and angry faces. In 

order to investigate the relation between each psychopathy factor and the three reaction time 

scores (i.e., discrepant happy or angry face and the difference score) while removing the 

influence of the other two factors, partial correlations were examined. Separate average reaction 

times for identification of happy and angry faces were calculated for each participant, excluding 

reaction times from the practice trials. Only trials in which the correct target was selected were 

included in reaction time analyses. For analyses, a difference score was created by subtracting 

the average reaction time to locate the angry face from the average reaction time to locate the 

happy one. Thus, the more negative the difference score, the more efficient a participant was at 

locating a happy face than an angry face in the crowd. Using Baron and Kenny’s (1986) 

procedures for moderation, multiple regression analyses were conducted to examine the 

moderating role of positive and negative affect in the relation between psychopathy scores and 

efficient facial affect recognition. For each factor of psychopathy, the factor, positive or negative 
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affect, and the product of the two (psychopathy dimensions and either positive or negative affect) 

served as predictor variables for the outcome variable of facial affect recognition speed. 

Additionally, the total psychopathy score was also examined in a similar fashion. Any changes in 

the facial affect reaction time difference score in which the score becomes more negative may 

indicate one of two possibilities: 1) the participant became quicker at locating a happy stimulus 

face or 2) the participant became slower at locating an angry stimulus face. Similarly, two 

possibilities exist to explain any reaction time difference that becomes less negative: 1) the 

participant became slower at locating happy stimulus faces or 2) the participant became faster at 

identifying angry stimulus faces. Separate multiple regression analyses including the 

aforementioned predictor variables were run with the happy target stimulus reaction time or the 

angry target stimulus reaction time as the outcome variable; doing so better illustrated the 

directionality of the influence by the moderation (i.e., interaction). In order to account for 

participants who may have rated their affect as both highly positive and negative, regression 

analyses were also conducted using a difference score in which negative affect was subtracted 

from positive affect. All variables, with the exception of the criterion variable, were centered in 

order to aid in interpretation of interactions as recommended by Aiken and West (1991); the 

regression weight for each was the average regression weight across values of each variable. Of 

note, given the small sample size, missing data was treated by deleting cases (7) pairwise in 

order to preserve power. 
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RESULTS 

Descriptive Characteristics 

There was reasonable dispersion among the study variables. For instance, the mean score 

for participants on overall psychopathy was 14.00 (SD = 5.27). Participants also showed good 

dispersion on the individual dimensions. Specifically, the mean score for GM traits was 4.45 (SD 

= 2.90), CU traits had a mean score of 3.63 (SD = 1.50), and DI traits had a mean score of 5.93 

(SD = 2.23). The means of each factor of the APSD are comparable to those in other studies 

utilizing detained juvenile offenders (see Vitacco, Rogers, & Neumann, 2003; Murrie & Cornell, 

2002; Dillard, Salekin, Barker, & Grimes, 2013; Colins, Bijttebier, Broakaert, & Andershed, 

2014). Participants generated a mean positive affect score of 28.13 (SD = 10.52). The mean for 

negative affect was 16.84 (SD = 6.66). Further, the mean participant difference score between 

positive and negative affect was 11.28 (SD = 11.95). In terms of the outcome variable, the mean 

reaction time difference was -797.47 milliseconds (SD = 994.57). When parsed, the mean 

reaction time to locate a happy stimulus face among a crowd of angry faces was 3808.58 

(SD=1062.70), while the mean reaction time to locate an angry stimulus face among a crowd of 

happy faces was slightly higher with a mean of 4655.23 (SD=1120.47). Descriptive statistics are 

presented in Table 1. 

Correlation Analyses 

Correlation analyses were conducted to examine the impact of affect and psychopathy 

factor scores on facial affect recognition. Prior to examining primary study variable correlations, 

demographic variable relations with primary study variables were examined.  Age evidenced a
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significant correlation with facial affect processing. Specifically, older youth exhibited lower 

positive affect (r = -.52, p < .01) and were more efficient at locating both happy (r = -.41, p < 

.05) and angry faces in the crowd (r = -.38, p < .05) than younger youth. Second, race appeared 

to be somewhat related to the study variables. Specifically, the point-biserial correlation between 

race and CU traits was negative (r = -.28, p = .08), trending toward significance. Further race 

trended toward a positive relationship with the latency difference score (r =.31, p = .06). Aside 

from these variables, no other significant demographic/primary study variable relations were 

noted.  

With respect to the study variables, the individual dimensions were moderately to highly 

inter-correlated (r’s ranged from .29 to .61). Further, among the primary study variables, GM 

traits were positively related to the detection of the happy and angry faces in the crowd, although 

the correlations were small and non-significant (r = .04 and r = .12, respectively). Alternately, 

the CU traits were small, negative, and non-significantly associated with the processing of happy 

and angry faces in a crowd (r = -.08, r = -.05, respectively) to a quite small degree. DI traits were 

also negligibly associated with the speed of processing happy and angry faces (r = .02, r = .03, 

respectively). The psychopathy dimensions and affect differentiation were significantly 

negatively related, indicating that individuals with higher rates of psychopathic traits tended to 

report similar levels of their positive and negative affective states (r’s = -.60, -.63, and -.71 

respectively for GM, DI and psychopathic traits). Lastly, in terms of facial affect recognition, the 

speed at which participants located a happy stimulus face evidenced a significant positive 

relationship with the speed at which participants located an angry stimulus face (r=.62 p<.01). 

Correlations can be found in Table 2. 
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Partial Correlations 

 Psychopathy was investigated in relation to its association with identifying the happy and 

angry face in the crowd through partial correlations, examining each factor while reducing the 

influence of the other two. The correlations for GM and happy and angry faces when removing 

the effects of CU and DI were .05 (p >.05) and .14 (p >.05) respectively. The partial correlations 

for CU traits with happy and angry faces were similarly small when controlling for GM and DI 

traits (both r’s = -.09, p > .05). Lastly, the partial correlations for the relation between DI traits 

and happy and angry faces when controlling for GM and CU traits were .00 (p > .05) and -.04 (p 

> .05), respectively (see Table 2). Regarding the latency difference between happy and angry 

faces, its negative relationship with GM traits when removing the influence of CU and DI traits 

was -.11 (p > .05), CU traits’ correlation when controlling for the other factors (GM and DI 

traits) was .00 (p > .05), and the relation with DI traits and the latency difference when 

partialling out GM and CU traits was .05 (p > .05). The partial correlations among psychopathy 

factors and facial affect recognition reaction times can be found in parentheses in Table 2. 

Multiple Regression Analyses 

Multiple regression analyses were utilized to investigate the impact of one’s current 

affective state on the relation between psychopathic traits and facial affect recognition speed. 

Specifically, separate regression analyses by psychopathy factor and affective state were run, 

including predictor variables of either GM, CU, or DI traits; positive or negative affect or the 

affect difference score; and the product of the two (e.g., GM traits, Affect Difference score, GM 

traits x Affect Difference) in order to examine their ability to predict reaction times for 

identifying happy and angry faces in the crowd. An outcome variable outlier with respect to 

reaction time identifying the happy face among the crowd was detected by converting the 
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individual facial affect (happy and angry) reaction time scores and difference scores to z-scores 

and identifying any absolute values above 3.5; it was then omitted. Due to assumptions of 

linearity and potential concerns of multicollinearity, the variables were centered to aid in the 

interpretation of interactions. Following transformations, no overall significant findings were 

observed across multiple regression analyses. However, positive affect did significantly 

moderate the relationship between GM traits and the facial affect recognition reaction time 

difference (β= -.36, p<.05). Specifically, GM traits, once combined with positive affect, led to a 

significant relationship. The larger the absolute value of the interaction coefficient, the larger the 

reaction time difference between identification of happy and angry target stimuli. A similar 

effect was found for the interaction between positive affect and the total psychopathy score (β=-

.38, p<.05). Regression analyses with the happy target stimulus clarified that the aforementioned 

result is likely due to a change in the reaction time to locate a happy face in the crowd. 

Specifically, the interaction between GM traits and positive affect significantly predicted the 

speed at which participants located the happy target stimulus (β = -.37, p<.05), as did the 

interaction between total psychopathy traits and positive affect (β = -.39, p<.05). Given the 

negative regression coefficients for both psychopathy predictor variables, reaction times to locate 

the happy target stimulus decreased with higher degrees of GM traits and positive affect. 

Regression analyses can be found in Tables 3 through 14, and significant findings are illustrated 

in Figures 1 through 4 
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DISCUSSION 

Psychopathic traits in youth are associated with a multitude of negative outcomes, 

particularly in terms of stability, severity, and type of antisocial acts (e.g., Barry, Barry, Deming 

& Lochman, 2008; Frick, Cornell, Barry, Bodin, & Dane, 2003). Positive and negative affect 

have been shown to exhibit an influence on attention (Fredrickson, 2001) and may impact one’s 

attendance to others’ emotions. Because of the social-emotional nature of many psychopathic 

features as well as Cleckley’s portrayal of psychopathic individuals as those who display positive 

affect, this study sought to examine the relationship between present affective state, psychopathic 

traits, and the ability to quickly identify either angry or happy facial affect.  

Correlational analyses revealed no significant direct relationship between any of the 

psychopathy factors and detection of angry or happy faces. However, when examining the 

direction and the magnitude of the correlations, small positive correlations were found for GM 

traits and both happy and angry faces in a crowd. In contrast, small negative correlations were 

found among CU traits and both happy and angry faces. Negligible correlations were found for 

DI traits and both discrepant affective stimuli. These findings, although nonsignificant, suggest 

that GM and CU traits show small relations in the opposite direction. Nonetheless, it does not 

appear that those high in psychopathic traits show either a strength or a weakness in the 

identification of happy or angry faces in the crowd, thereby supporting the null hypotheses for 

hypotheses 1, 2, and 3; specifically, GM, CU, and DI traits do not impact juvenile offenders’ 

ability to locate discrepant facial stimuli. This suggests that these youth with elevated 

psychopathic traits are equally capable of locating discrepant emotions within a crowd as those 
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youth with lower levels of psychopathic traits. However, such emotive expressions may 

prove irrelevant to them in regard to orienting their motivation and obtaining their goals.  

Despite the significant interaction of positive affect and GM traits on the facial affect 

reaction time difference score, analyses utilizing the angry target stimulus reaction time as the 

predictor variable indicated that positive affect did not impact the relation between GM traits and 

the processing of angry faces. Thus, hypothesis 4 was not supported. However, positive affect 

moderated the relation between GM traits and the processing of happy faces, illustrating that 

youth with higher degrees of GM traits and positive affect were the most efficient at locating a 

happy face in the crowd. A similar relation was found among positive affect and total 

psychopathy traits. The fifth and sixth hypotheses were not supported, given that neither positive 

nor negative affect influenced CU or DI traits’ relation with efficient facial affect processing. 

Though it was expected that affect would not influence the relation between CU traits and facial 

affect recognition, the nonsignificant impact of CU traits on the outcome variable confirms the 

corresponding null hypothesis. Overall, negative affect exhibited consistently minimal influence 

on the relation between psychopathic traits and the efficient location of a discrepant face in a 

crowd.  Lastly, reaction times to locate a happy stimulus face demonstrated a significantly large 

and positive relationship with reaction times to locate an angry stimulus face, indicating 

participants’ abilities to locate both happy and angry stimuli faces are similarly developed.  

These findings run counter to some research which suggests youth high in psychopathy 

show a deficit in facial affect processing, possibly speaking to the normal appearance of those 

with high degrees of psychopathic traits. That is, the ability to pinpoint a happy or angry face in 

the crowd may hold an adaptive value; an angry face among others may pose a threat, whereas a 
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happy face may indicate an ally. However, higher success of locating an angry face compared to 

a happy face may result in an exaggerated perception of threat.  

Additionally, the results can be examined through the relationship between psychopathy 

and attention within the framework of Newman and Lorenz’s (2003) response modulation (RM) 

theory of psychopathy. This theory posits that psychopathic individuals experience an inability to 

process emotional information outside of their goal-directed behavior. In the case of this study, 

the youths’ goal-directed behavior was to identify the discrepant emotional face, thereby 

resulting in a lack of impairment in doing so; this finding argues against the RM theory. 

However, it is possible that with a greater cognitive load, quickly noticing faces in the crowd 

may become more difficult for psychopathic youth. On the other hand, if clear tangible 

incentives had been offered for quick identification of faces, psychopathic individuals may show 

even greater differentiation under a heavy cognitive load. 

The aforementioned findings have implications for research and clinical practice. First, 

the findings suggest that the examination of faces in the crowd is worthy of further investigation 

with youth with psychopathic traits, especially from a multidimensional perspective. For 

example, it may be beneficial to investigate whether a secondary goal of identifying the 

discrepant face-in-the-crowd may evidence more impairment if a more centrally-important goal 

were presented. Additionally, incentivizing participants (e.g., the person achieving the fastest 

reaction times for identifying happy and angry faces in the crowd receives a monetary reward) 

may also reveal differences between the groups.  

Although not specific to the location of the faces in the crowd, the current study found a 

difference in affect between those low and high in psychopathic traits. Given that positive affect 

was negatively related to all factors of psychopathy to a significant degree, positive psychology 
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interventions may prove conducive to increasing positive affect and potentially increasing 

prosocial behavior and attitudes for youth with psychopathic traits, though its use could be 

dependent upon the youths’ dimensional profile (e.g., high CU or DI traits). Researchers and 

clinicians may need to take greater care using such interventions with youth high in GM traits. 

Moreover, increasing positive affect alone may not be sufficient. It may be that other factors 

such as teaching gratitude, empathy and respect through psychotherapy and/or cognitive tasks 

may also be of value.  

The findings from the current study need to be considered in the context of its limitations. 

One limitation of the current study was the use of a small sample size. Thus, the power to 

examine the relations and predictive capabilities and to suggest potential moderating effects may 

have been limited. A larger sample would allow for more certain interpretations. Also, 

psychopathy scores may have been slightly lower than other studies, suggesting that additional 

research is needed to assess the psychopathy/face-in-the crowd relation with samples exhibiting 

higher levels of psychopathy. Further, each discrepant affective state was hidden among a crowd 

of faces representing the alternate affective expression (e.g. a happy face among a crowd of 

angry faces). There may also be utility in examining the reaction time for identifying an emotive 

face among those displaying a neutral expression, given that this is likely to be a more common 

experience. Lastly, another limitation of the study was the use of self-report measures. Although 

research has shown that psychopathy can be effectively measured with self-report, it is difficult 

to know whether interview-based measures would have increased precision. This limitation may 

also be relevant to the self-report assessment of affect, especially among the population 

represented in the current study.   
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Conclusion 

Individuals with elevated psychopathic traits did not exhibit a difference in their ability to 

locate happy or angry faces in the crowd. Moreover, the presence of state-positive or negative 

affect did not appear to influence the relationship between psychopathic traits and the ability to 

attend to either a happy or angry discrepant face. However, positive affect did moderate the 

relationship between grandiose-manipulative traits and the processing of happy faces. This 

finding suggests that those with psychopathy and positive affect may seek allies or advantageous 

resources in a crowd. As a result, the use of positive psychology interventions with youth 

exhibiting psychopathic traits may be indicated, although they would need to be accompanied by 

other factors. Future research in this area may benefit from examining additional cognitive load 

to examine Newman and Lorenz’s (2003) response modulation theory. Finally, offering 

incentives may demonstrate utility in determining whether performance may be influenced by 

altering the intensity of psychopathic youths’ goal-directed behavior. 
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Key points 
 

• Previous studies have shown that psychopathy is associated with a number of emotion deficits 
among children, adolescents and adults. 

• This study demonstrated that, when given the goal of directing attention toward a discrepant facial 
affective expression, youth higher in psychopathic traits are equally capable of attending to and 
locating discrepant expressions as youth lower in psychopathic traits.  

• Positive affect moderates the relation between grandiose-manipulative traits and the processing of 
happy faces in a crowd.  

• Youth with elevated psychopathic traits may more quickly seek out those exuding positive affect 
in a crowd as opposed to those with evident negative affect.  
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APPENDIX A 

Table 1 Participant Characteristics     
 

N Min Max Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 

Age 43      11 18 15.86   1.44 
APSD-GMa 40        0 13   4.45   2.90 
APSD-CUb 40        0  7   3.63   1.50 
APSD-DIc 40        1 11   5.93   2.23 
ASPD Totald 40        4 25 14.00   5.27 
PANAS-X Pe 38      11 50 28.13 10.52 
PANAS-X Nf 38        8 33 16.84   6.66 
PANAS-X Affect Difference Scoreg 38          -14        36 11.29 11.95 
Happy Stimulus Reaction Time 39 2337.05 6104.69 3808.58 1062.70 
Angry Stimulus Reaction Time 39 2850.17 7924.45 4655.23 1120.47 
Facial Affect RT Difference Scoreh 40 -3326.83  1120.63 -797.47   994.57 

aAntisocial Process Screening Device – Grandiose/Manipulative; bAntisocial Process Screening Device – Callous 
Unemotional; c Antisocial Process Screening Device – Daring-Impulsive; dAntisocial Process Screening Device 
Total Score; ePositive and Negative Affect Schedule- Expanded Form Positive Affect; fPositive and Negative Affect 
Schedule – Expanded Form Negative Affect; gPositive and Negative Affect Schedule—Expanded Form Difference 
between Positive and Negative Affect scores; hFace-in-the-Crowd Reaction Time Difference Score 
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Table 2 Correlational Analyses 
 

Age Gender Race ASPD-GM 
APSD-

CU APSD-DI 
APSD 
Total 

PANAS-X 
P 

PANAS-X 
N 

Affect 
Difference 

Score 

Facial 
Affect 

Difference 
Score Happy Angry 

Age -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

Gender      .14 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

Race      .25 .02 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

APSD-GMa     -.02 .07   -.09 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

APSD-CUb      .05   -.01   -.28*       .29* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

APSD-DIc      .12   -.06    .24     .61***       .27* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

APSD Totald      .06    .01   -.03       .89***     .56***      .83*** -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

PANAS Pe     -.52***   -.16   -.21      -.35**      -.39**      -.53***      -.53*** -- -- -- -- -- -- 

PANAS Nf     -.15    .02   -.09       .31*      -.13       .06 .16 .09 -- -- -- -- -- 

Affect Difference Score     -.38   -.15 -.13      -.48***      -.27**      -.50***      -.55***       .83***     -.48*** -- -- -- -- 

Facial Affect Difference 
Score 

    -.01     .23   .31*   -.10(-.11)† -.02(.00)   -.02(.05) -.07      -.14       .06 .15 -- -- -- 

Happy     -.41**    -.03   .21  .04(.05)  -.08(-.09) .02(.00)  .01 .08      -.04  .09 .39** -- -- 

Angry     -.38** -.24 -.01  .12 (.14)  -.05(-.09)  .03(-.04) .07 .19 .08  .21 -.49*** .62*** -- 

Note. Correlations greater or equal to 0.30 are shown in boldface. 
†Partial correlations controlling for other ASPD factors are shown in parentheses. 
aAntisocial Process Screening Device – Grandiose/Manipulative; bAntisocial Process Screening Device – Callous Unemotional Traits; c Antisocial Process Screening Device – 
Daring-Impulsive Traits; d Antisocial Process Screening Device Total Score; e Positive and Negative Affect Schedule- Expanded Form Positive Affect; fPositive and Negative 
Affect Schedule – Expanded Form Negative Affect. 
*p < .10 (trending), **p < .05, and ***p < .01. 
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Table 3 Multiple regression analyses predicting facial affect recognition from GM traits 
(reaction time difference score) 
 

Positive Affect Negative Affect 
Affect Difference 

Score 
 B β B β B β 
APSD-GM  -70.30 -.21 -18.03 -.06 -84.75 -.26 
PANAS-X Affect    -30.62* -.34  14.89  .10 -20.83 -.26 
APSD-GM x PANAS-X Affect     -11.19** -.36   -1.22 -.08   -3.25 -.15 
F    1.95       .21       .95  
R2 Change    0.16       .02       .08  

*p < .10 (trending), **p < .05, and ***p < .01. 

 

Table 4 Multiple regression analyses predicting facial affect recognition from GM traits (happy 
target reaction time) 
 Positive Affect Negative Affect Affect Difference 

Score 
 B β B β B β 
APSD-GM   9.53  .03   -11.68 -.03 17.58  .05 
PANAS-X Affect  -3.93 -.04     -9.66 -.06 11.53  .13 
APSD-GM x PANAS-X Affect    -12.76** -.37      1.55  .09  -5.52 -.23 
F    1.55         .05      .75  
R2 Change     .13         .01      .07  

*p < .10 (trending), **p < .05, and ***p < .01. 
 
 
 
Table 5 Multiple regression analyses predicting facial affect recognition from GM traits (angry 
target reaction time) 
 Positive Affect Negative Affect Affect Difference 

Score 
 B β B β B β 
APSD-GM 80.15   .21   10.29  .03 102.65  .27 
PANAS-X Affect 26.66   .25  -24.37 -.15     32.29*  .34 
APSD-GM x PANAS-X Affect -1.52 -.04     2.58  .15    -2.23 -.09 
F    .90        .36      1.36  
R2 Change    .08        .03        .11  

*p < .10 (trending), **p < .05, and ***p < .01. 
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Table 6 Multiple regression analyses predicting facial affect recognition from CU traits (reaction 
time difference score) 
 

Positive Affect Negative Affect 
Affect Difference 

Score 
 B β B β B β 
APSD-CU        -48.81 -.08 230.52   .36 -16.37 -.03 
PANAS-X Affect   -20.01 -.22   10.11  .07 -14.45 -.18 
APSD-CU x PANAS-X Affect   -14.90 -.26 -15.19 -.20 -10.11 -.19 
F     1.09        .23       .67  
R2 Change       .09        .02       .06  

*p < .10 (trending), **p < .05, and ***p < .01. 

 

Table 7 Multiple regression analyses predicting facial affect recognition from CU traits (happy 
target reaction time) 
 Positive Affect Negative Affect Affect Difference 

Score 
 B β B β B β 
APSD-CU -28.03 -.04   41.03  .06   -6.07 -.01 
PANAS-X Affect    1.29  .01   -6.49 -.04    5.05  .06 
APSD-CU x PANAS-X Affect -15.71 -.25   -6.22 -.15 -12.57 -.21 
F      .77       .11       .57  
R2 Change     .07       .01       .05  

*p < .10 (trending), **p < .05, and ***p < .01. 

 

Table 8 Multiple regression analyses predicting facial affect recognition from CU traits (angry 
target reaction time) 
 Positive Affect Negative Affect Affect Difference 

Score 
 B β B β B β 
APSD-CU 20.75  .03  -188.85 -.25 10.27 .01 
PANAS-X Affect 21.30  .20 -16.52 -.10 19.40 .21 
APSD-CU x PANAS-X Affect   -.77 -.01    8.95  .20  -2.42  -.04 
F    .42      .16      .50  
R2 Change    .04      .02      .05  

*p < .10 (trending), **p < .05, and ***p < .01. 
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Table 9 Multiple regression analyses predicting facial affect recognition from DI traits (reaction 
time difference score) 
 Positive Affect Negative Affect Affect Difference 

Score 
 B β B β B β 
APSD-DI -36.67 -.09 -10.57 -.03 -34.79 -.08 
PANAS-X Affect -26.31 -.29    8.31  .06 -19.70 -.25 
APSD-DI x PANAS-X Affect -10.35 -.29      .04  .00   -7.38 -.24 
F    1.25       .04     1.02  
R2 Change     .10       .00       .09  

*p < .10 (trending), **p < .05, and ***p < .01 

 
Table 10 Multiple regression analyses predicting facial affect recognition from DI traits (happy 
target reaction time) 
 Positive Affect Negative Affect Affect Difference 

Score 
 B β B β B β 
APSD-DI  57.97  .12   38.27   .08 55.62  .58 
PANAS-X Affect    3.57  .04    -4.91  -.03   8.25  .09 
APSD-DI x PANAS-X Affect -11.68 -.30    -1.74  -.07 -7.49 -.22 
F   1.00        .02      .63  
R2 Change     .09        .00      .06  

*p < .10 (trending), **p < .05, and ***p < .01. 

 

Table 11 Multiple regression analyses predicting facial affect recognition from DI traits (angry 
target reaction time) 
 Positive Affect Negative Affect Affect Difference 

Score 
 B β B β B β 
APSD-DI 94.35  .19   49.75 .10 90.14 .18 
PANAS-X Affect 29.77  .28  -13.13 -.08 27.83 .30 
APSD-DI x PANAS-X Affect -1.30 -.03    -1.83 -.07   -.09 .00 
F    .70        .09     .77  
R2 Change    .06        .01      07  

*p < .10 (trending), **p < .05, and ***p < .01. 
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Table 12 Multiple regression analyses predicting facial affect recognition from total 
psychopathic traits (reaction time difference score) 
 Positive Affect Negative Affect Affect Difference 

Score 
 B β B β B β 
APSD-Total -34.67 -.19   6.44   .04 -38.11 -.21 
PANAS-X Affect   -34.93* -.38 12.17   .09 -22.39 -.28 
APSD-Total x PANAS-X Affect      -5.89** -.38  -1.16 -.13   -2.48 -.20 
F   2.21      .13     1.11  
R2 Change     .17      .01       .09  

*p < .10 (trending), **p < .05, and ***p < .01. 
 
 
Table 13 Multiple regression analyses predicting facial affect recognition from total 
psychopathic traits (happy target reaction time) 
 Positive Affect Negative Affect Affect Difference 

Score 
 B β B β B β 
APSD-Total 14.75  .07   -2.96 -.02 18.19  .09 
PANAS-X Affect  -3.30 -.03   -6.60 -.04 10.33   12 
APSD-Total x PANAS-X Affect      -6.74** -.39      .30  .03 -3.79 -.27 
F   1.74       .02     .97  
R2 Change     .14       .00     .08  

*p < .10 (trending), **p < .05, and ***p < .01. 

 
 
Table 14 Multiple regression analyses predicting facial affect recognition from total 
psychopathic traits (angry target reaction time) 
 Positive Affect Negative Affect Affect Difference 

Score 
 B β B β B β 
APSD-Total 49.48  .23   -8.04 -.04 56.33  .27 
PANAS-X Affect 31.58  .30 -18.59 -.11 32.63  .35 
APSD-Total x PANAS-X Affect   -.84 -.05    1.39  .13 -1.30 -.09 
F    .90      .17   1.16  
R2 Change    .08      .02     .10  

*p < .10 (trending), **p < .05, and ***p < .01. 
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Figure 1 Interaction between APSD GM traits and positive affect (reaction time difference 
score) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Interaction between APSD GM traits and positive affect (happy target reaction time) 
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Figure 3 Interaction between APSD Total traits and positive affect (reaction time difference 
score) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4 Interaction between APSD Total traits and positive affect (happy target reaction time) 
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APPENDIX B 
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